
Chapter Eleven
Airplane Crash

     It was nothing to see airplanes flying all over the skies around our part of 
the world. There was an Army Air Base just over in Mississippi. They were 
training boys to fly so they could go over seas and fight.
      Our uncles were always talking about that before they left home going to 
the war themselves. This old war sure disrupted our lives, I can tell you that. 
We just had to pretty well take care of ourselves and the women folks. 
     My daddy was still home and Uncle Troy had some kind of problem that 
kept him home as well. But nearly ‘bout everybody else was off fighting. 
     Anyways, back to my story about them airplanes. Every time one of them 
came over, it didn’t matter what we were doing we stopped and watched. 
Sometimes they would dive and do loops and swoop down real low then they 
would go almost straight up then come back down in a screaming dive. You 
never knew what them fellows were going to do. 
     One day several of us boys were out in front of the store drinking a Coca 
Cola. Uncle Troy was out there with us. He worked for the railroad and he had 
weird  days  off.  When  everybody  was  working  Uncle  Troy  was  off.  When 
everybody else was off Uncle Troy was working. 
     Anyway, we were just standing around checking our Coca-Cola bottles to 
see  where  all  they  were  from.  Uncle  Troy  went  to  hollering,  “A  plane  is 
crashing, a plane is crashing!!!” We all jerked our heads around and sure 
enough there was a plane big as day coming in over the store and heading 
down toward Uncle Johnny’s corn patch. Uncle Troy started hollering again, 
“His engine’s done quit,  he gonna crash.” Like we wasn’t excited enough 
Uncle Troy just had to keep on hollering. 
     We all went to running after the plane and this time we all wanted to be 
first. This was going to be important stuff. Who ever got there first was going 
to be the one everybody wanted to hear from. None of us had ever been 
around an airplane crash before. Come to think of it, ain’t none of us been 
around an airplane. 
     We were all racing and all in a dead heat except Uncle Troy was leading 
the pack. However, we were right on his heels and he knew it. 
     You remember me saying Doug and Cleo took after Uncle Troy in wanting 
to be first. It was kind of like Uncle Troy was saying you boys get out of the 
way and watch an expert. We did. 
      The closer we got to the corn patch the more worried I became. What if 
that pilot was hurt bad? What if there was blood all over the place. What if 



something got cut off? I backed off on speed just a little bit because of all the 
thinking I was doing. 
     By the time we got down to the corn patch we didn’t have any problem 
following the plane’s path. He started right at the beginning of the rows and 
he cut down them corn stalks as pretty as you please.  It was just like a road 
had been made down Uncle Johnny’s corn crop, continuing on for a good 
ways.
     Uncle Troy was first, then Cleo, then Doug then C.C. and then me. C.C. 
and I  were pretty close together. It  was as if  we were thinking the same 
thing. It might not be a pretty sight.
     But real soon the canopy started to open and a man started crawling out. 
He dang sure wasn’t no soldier. He was just an ordinary man. He got out of 
that plane and Uncle Troy was making every step he was and talking his ear 
off. 
     “Did your engine just fall off before you crashed or is it back yonder in 
some of the corn rows” said Uncle Troy. 
     The man looked at Uncle Troy and said, “This is a sail plane.” Can you 
believe that? It wasn’t built with no engine. He said something just pulled 
him to get him up to speed and he just took off to flying slick as a button. 
Uncle Troy allowed that was the darnest thing he ever heard. He also allowed 
that with the war on engines were hard to come by and he guessed it was a 
pretty good idea.
     Anyway, that man said he would pay us to help him push that airplane 
out closer to the road ‘cause he had a crew that was coming in back of him 
and would be there shortly”. 
     He told us he was a professor over at Mississippi State. I guess he was 
teaching flying or something. It wasn’t long before his crew arrived and they 
got that “sailplane” loaded. That’s what the professor told us to call  it,  a 
sailplane.  We had to  show off  that  landing field  to  everybody that  came 
along. Mr. Austin up at the store was making a fortune selling Coca Colas 
while all the story telling was going on. 
     Uncle Troy bought me two R.C.’s so he could tell me the story. He plum 
forgot I was with him at the crash site. That’s what we called it, the crash 
site. In a few days though, Mother Nature took care of the crash site with a 
goodly dose of weeds. But you could still tell where the corn wasn’t.


